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The students have been working hard this week. I started putting their
names on a board under the morning work subjects for them to erase as
they finish each subject. The children really seem to like this and know
what to do next without asking me. It has helped all of us keep track with
how we are doing with our time.

Spelling Words

Kindergarten: say, day, may, play, hay

First grade: hoping, hopping, hoped, hopped, tapping, taping, liked,
skipped, getting, baking, named, raking, saved, were, some (Remember:
double the consonant with short vowels but not with long.)

Second grade: bought, cause, August, awful, lawn, aunt, yawned, straw,
daughter, thoughtful, applesauce, crawl, laundry, fought, St., Ave., U.S.A.

Bible verse
Psalm 23  We will be working on saying the whole Psalm.

Subject Updates
Kindergarteners are adding small numbers in math using objects, pictures,
number lines, and fingers. In language, they are circling special sounds to
help recognize those letter groupings, and reading their fifth book. I was so
proud of them sounding out “together” and “another” when we were doing
flashcards with the whole room.

First graders are finishing the unit on addition and subtraction of two and
three digit numbers. Next, they will do a unit on maps and graphs. In
phonics, they continue getting tougher letter combinations such as ough
and its many sounds.



Second graders are practicing subtracting with regrouping. They are doing
a great job with it! In language, they wrote an informational paragraph and
are working on revising and proofreading it before writing the final draft.
In Bible, we learned about Jesus walking on water and started learning
some of the parables he taught. We began with the prodigal son and
learned how much God loves us.

Science - We continued the orbies saga by putting them back in water to
see what color they were after drying completely. Red, blue, and green all
shared color as they dried next to each other and turned a greyish purple
color. We then did an experiment with colored water and paper towels to
see if the colors combined and what color they made. We do lots of
predicting and checking our predictions.

Upcoming Events
● Spring garage sale - May 5-7
● Spring program and graduation - May 24
● Barnes Park Day - May 25
● Last Day - May 26 (and I can’t believe it is so close already!)


